FUN FACTORY revolutionizes battery operated sex toys with the new BATTERY+ line

Full battery power right to the height of your climax
Want to live out your appetite for FUN, whenever and wherever? Then FUN FACTORY’s five
new toys of the BATTERY+ line are just the thing for you! For these toys are always ready to
go at the click of a button – as long as two AAA batteries are handy. The all new technology
within the vibrators doesn’t only recognize whether standard or rechargeable batteries are in
place, combined with the CLICK ‘N’ CHARGE cable you can even charge the latter directly
inside the toy - making all BATTERY+ models become rechargeable toys in next to no time.
Bremen, July 2017. Deep vibrations, the most powerful battery operated toy on the market, full
power to the height of stimulation. Add to that five different shapes, made from medical grade
silicone in ten fresh colors, and MR BOSS, ABBY G, DIVA DOLPHIN and Co. are just as flexible in
their appearance as they are in their energy supply. The latest product novelties seduce with
stimulating curves for G-spot and prostate massage, small extensions for the clit and perineum, and
some charming visual homages to FUN FACTORY bestsellers of past years.
Our electrical engineers and technicians have worked meticulously and come up with a yet one-ofa-kind patented system: When connected to a power source by the CLICK ‘N’ CHARGE cable, the
smart toy recognizes the kind of battery inside, and only starts charging when detecting
rechargeable batteries. For those preferring standard batteries – just as easy: simply replace them
every now and then, depending on how long and how often the toy is used.
Another groundbreaking feature of FUN FACTORY’s newest invention is the consistent energy
performance right to the finale. Other than with standard battery toys, the BATTERY+ models not
only impress with their extra powerful motors, but also with their ability to keep up that power level
consistently from start to finish.
The perfect combination of convenience, power, eco-friendliness and exciting design, all
BATTERY+ toys can be upgraded to rechargeable toys with the HYBRID KIT – two rechargeable
batteries and the CLICK 'N' CHARGE cable allow the toys to be charged just like any FUN
FACTORY rechargeable vibrator.
All models have four vibration intensities and six rhythms, and are available for 79,90 €. The
HYBRID KIT – two high performance rechargeable batteries and the FUN FACTORY charger – is
available for 19,90 €.

MR BOSS – elegant and compact
Same shape, same power! Just like FUN FACTORY’s bestseller BIG BOSS, this more
compact version – our new MR BOSS – ensures a powerful climax with its realistic
design. Thanks to the patented FlexiFUN Technology™, MR BOSS follows your every
move and pleasures with his optimal G-spot ridge and perfectly-placed, stimulating
veins. MR BOSS takes you to the height of your climax with four vibration intensities
and six varying rhythms, and is available in the colors Black, Blackberry and Cream.

DIVA DOLPHIN – a smooth ride to new heights
Streamlined with soft curves, the new version of our classic shines with its clear and
timeless design. DIVA DOLPHIN’s strength lies not only in its G-spot stimulation; its
velvety shaft invites you to explore all of your other external hot spots as well.
Available in vibrant Blue and Pink, this toy is the ideal companion for solo FUN or for
explorations together with a partner.

ABBY G – G for genius!
ABBY G is a special vibrator for the pinpoint stimulation of the G-spot. An absolute genius! The
BATTERY+ model is matched specially to the anatomy of the female body and, with its slightly
bent shape, playfully reaches the somewhat hidden erogenous zone to arouse FUNtastic
feelings. This toy with its special curve is to be had in colors Violet and Turquoise Fluor.

WICKED WINGS and DARLING DEVIL – angels and devils on a sinful mission
Ladies love toys that awaken their fantasies. Both of the following toys of the
BATTERY+ line not only conjure up mischievous grins with their designs, but also
provide for a particularly powerful double stimulation. The sinful wings of the WICKED
WINGS lie protectively and gently around the clitoris – with sensual orgasms sure to
follow. Tender colors such as Light Blue or Baby Rose and a uniquely soft surface
make this toy a heavenly must-have.

DARLING DEVIL will have you writhing in devilish moments of ecstasy, its
vibrations transforming into waves of passion! The sexy devil in Black or Raspberry
meets the G-spot with its slightly curved shape, whilst the tip of the tapered tail

stimulates the clit with powerful vibrations. The two horns come in handy for devilish sensations with
your nipples and co.
Men get their money’s worth too – WICKED WINGS powerfully stimulates the prostate, and the soft
horns of the DARLING DEVIL are ideal for stimulating the frenulum on the underside of the penis.
Hot FUN for HIM and HER…

All toys of the BATTERY+ line are handcrafted from medical grade, body-friendly silicone, are
waterproof and like all FUN FACTORY products 100% made in Germany. And all can be used with
standard as well as rechargeable batteries. All night long? No problem at all…
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About the FUN FACTORY GmbH:
For more than 20 years, FUN FACTORY has been one of the largest manufacturers of aesthetic and stylish
silicone love toys in Europe, with its headquarters in the Hanseatic city of Bremen. With innovative designs,
great expertise, a whole lot of FUN and bold colors, FUN FACTORY continues to influence and shape the sex
toy market. FUN FACTORY prides itself on quality with their sex toys all made in Germany; the success of
which remains a tribute to its founders. In 1996, Dirk Bauer and Michael Pahl founded FUN FACTORY in
Bremen and in 2003 the first subsidiary opened in the USA. Today the company has over 150 employees
worldwide, pleasing its customers with its vibrators, pulsators, SMARTBALLS, masturbators, anal toys and co.
on continents all over the world
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